ABOUT EMBO
EMBO is an organization of more than 2,000 leading researchers that promotes excellence in the life sciences in Europe and beyond. The major goals of the organization are to support talented researchers at all stages of their careers, stimulate the exchange of scientific information, and help build a research environment where scientists can achieve their best work.
REVIEWED PREPRINTS

Implementing the values of open and responsible publishing

Review Commons fully implements the cOAlition S five principles of responsible publishing, designed to encourage the adoption of Open Access in scholarly communication.

The value of Reviewed Preprints is already recognized by the EMBO Postdoctoral Fellowship and EMBO Young Investigator Programmes, where a first-author reviewed preprint is considered to be equivalent to a first-author paper as supporting evidence for a fellowship application.

97% of reviewed manuscripts from Review Commons are transferred to a journal

95% of papers published after transfer from Review Commons involved no additional reviewers

WHAT IS REVIEW COMMONS?

Review Commons is a platform that provides high-quality, in-depth peer review of preprints before submission to a journal. The reviews are journal-agnostic and Review Commons does not make any post-review editorial decisions. Manuscripts, together with their reviews and the authors’ response, are rapidly posted on bioRxiv or medRxiv, becoming publicly-accessible reviewed preprints. Authors can then submit their reviewed preprint to one of the 28 affiliate journals for consideration without starting the peer review process afresh.

Review Commons

- Accelerates access to peer-reviewed research
- Uncouples scientific evaluation from journal editorial selection
- Eliminates redundant or repeated peer review

Review Commons supports authors in carrying out their preferred strategy for efficiently publishing their research in one of the affiliate journals.

HOW REVIEW COMMONS WORKS

- Manuscript submission
- Selection + peer reviews
- Manuscript + reviews + response
- Journal submission

Outcomes

Refereed preprint

Published paper